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Abstract

Unemployment is a social problem that didn’t finish completely yet, so becoming an entrepreneur can be one of career solution. The assessment about factors that influence the existence of entrepreneurship spirit are parent’s caring system. This research used three kind of parent’s caring system as the research variables, those are democracy, permissive, and authoritative parent’s caring system. This research had a purpose to examine the effect of each parent’s caring system toward an entrepreneurship spirit of ITS student. Structural Equation Modeling was used as analytic method. Using the primary data from survey by questionnaire, the sampling technique that be used was probability sampling technique with a proportional measurement as much as 121 respondents. From the analysis, can be conclude that variable democracy parent’s caring system had a significantly effect to entrepreneurship spirit with total effect 0,49. Whereas permissive and authoritative parent’s caring system had a non-significantly effect to entrepreneurship spirit with total effect 0,02 and 0,09.
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